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Espresso Ice Cream 

Ingredients: 

 3 cups half and half 

 6 extra-large egg yolks 

 2/3 cups superfine sugar 

 Pinch of fine kosher or sea salt 

 3 tablespoon espresso powder (I used King Arthur’s) 

 1 tbsp coffee liqueur (I used Kahlua Hazelnut) 

 1 tsp pure vanilla extract 

 4 ounces (1/2 cup) chocolate-covered coffee beans, chopped 

 ½ cup chocolate-covered toffee chopped (I used Heath bars) 

 ½ cup of “Fudge Ripple” 

Directions: 

 Heat the half-and-half until it forms bubbled around the edge of the pan and steam starts 

to rise 

 Meanwhile, in the bowl of a stand mixer fitted with the paddle attachment, beat the egg 

yolks, sugar and salt until mixed 

 Slowly add the hot half-and-half to the sugar mixture with the mixer on low speed. Do 

this very slowly at first to “temper” the eggs- you don’t want to scramble them 

 Add the mixture back to the saucepan and cook over medium-low heat, stirring 

constantly with a wooden spoon for 5-10 minutes, until it’s thickened and the cream coats 

the back of the spoon 

 Take off the heat and whisk in the espresso powder, coffee liqueur and vanilla extract 

 Pour the cream through a fine-meshed sieve into a medium bowl (you will store it in the 

refrigerator in this bowl) 

 Chill at least 4 hours. Overnight is better. 

 Pour the espresso-cream into the bowl of an ice-cream maker and process according to 

your manufacturer’s directions 

 Add in the coffee beans and chopped toffee 5 minutes before the ice cream is done 

churning 

 Next you want to add the fudge ripple and you can do this one of two ways (make sure 

the fudge ripple is fully chilled): 1) pour half the soft ice cream into your storage 

container. Drizzle ¼ cup of the fudge over the ice cream and gently swirl into the ice 

cream with a knife. Pour the remaining ice cream over the fudge and carefully smooth 
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out. Repeat the drizzling and swirling with the remaining fudge ripple. Freeze at least 2 

hours before serving. 2) Pour 1/3 of the fudge in the bottom of your storage container. 

Layer 1/3 the ice cream over the top of it. Layer 1/3 of the fudge followed by 1/3 ice 

cream followed by the remaining fudge followed by the remaining ice cream. Freeze for 

at least 2 hours before serving.  

(adapted from Ina Garten’s “Espresso Ice Cream” on foodnetwork.com) 


